Lunch: 12:30-2:15
Ober Dining Room, Main Floor, Schwitzer Center
Keynote Address: John Dittmer, DePauw University
"Civil Rights Anniversaries: The Brown Decision, Freedom Summer, and the Legacy of the Civil Rights Movement"

Round III: 2:30-4:00
Session 1: Schwitzer Center Room 010
Race and Historical Memory
Moderator: Kevin Smith, Ball State University
Comments: James H. Madison, Indiana University

Session 2: Schwitzer Center Room 012
Indiana Council for History Education
Round Table
Presiding: William B. Pickett, Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
Participants: Members, Indiana Council for History Education

Nancy Wolfe, Indiana Historical Society
JoAnn Fox, Hamilton Southeastern Schools
Kathy Kozenski, Geography Educators’ Network of Indiana

Session 3: Schwitzer Center Room 011
Religion and Civil Rights
Moderator: Robert Barrows, IUPUI
Samuel G. London, Jr., Purdue University, “The Social Gospel and the Civil Rights Movement”
Nancy Nakano Conner, IUPUI, “Indiana’s Role in the World War II Relocation of Japanese Americans”
Comments: Carol Hunter, Earlham College

End of Annual Meeting
4:15-? Schwitzer Center Room 012
Meeting of the Editorial Board of the Indiana Magazine of History
“Civil Rights in Historical Perspective”

Friday, February 27, 2004

All sessions will be held in the lower level of Schwitzer Center on the campus of the University of Indianapolis.

3:00 p.m. Schwitzer Center Room 004
Executive Council Business Meeting

7:00 p.m. Schwitzer Center Room 010
Business Meeting
Round Table Discussion on School Desegregation and Busing in Indianapolis
Reception to follow

Saturday, February 28, 2004

8:15-9:00—Schwitzer Center, Lower Concourse
Continental Breakfast and Registration

Round I: 9:00-10:45

Session 1: Schwitzer Center Room 011
Teaching Race: A Round Table Discussion
Participants: History Faculty, DePauw University

David Gellman
Tiyi Morris
John Schlotterbeck
John Dittmer
Barbara Steinson

Session 2: Schwitzer Center Room 012
Beyond the Factory: Work Community, and Conflict in the Industrial Heartland
Moderator: Ted Frantz, University of Indianapolis
Scott E. Randolph, Purdue University, “Tramps, Trainmen and Travelers: Work, Conflict and Identity during the Great Depression”
Gregory M. Miller, University of Toledo, “The Blue-Collar Blues, Revisited: The Lordstown Strike of 1972 and the Retention of the Moral Economy”
John L. Woods, Purdue University, “High Stakes and Last Stands: Transnational Unionism in the 1976 Rubber Worker’s Strike”
Comments: Jeffrey Vincent, Indiana University

Session 3: Schwitzer Center Room 010
Legal Issues and Civil Rights
Moderator: David Anderson, University of Indianapolis
Dave Peavler, Butler County Community College, Kansas, “The Origins of Segregated Secondary Education in Kansas: The Creation of Sumner High School”
Bruce A. Breeding, University of Georgia, “‘Right in the Sight of God’: Hoxie, Arkansas, and the First Defense of Brown”
Comments: Phyllis Boanes, Earlham College

Round II: 11:00-12:15

Session 1: Schwitzer Center Room 010
Local Black Communities and Their Role in Establishing Indiana’s Black Voice During the Civil Right’s Movement
Moderator: Valerie Grim, Indiana University.
Audrey L. Jefferson, Indiana University, “Peru, Indiana’s Black Community and the Search for Social and Political Voice”
Cristy Casado Tondeur, University of Massachusetts, “The Role of the NAACP in Evansville, Indiana’s Fight for Economic Justice in the 1960’s”
Comments: John Glen, Ball State University

Session 2: Schwitzer Center Room 012
Individual Struggles for Civil Rights
Moderator: Wilma Gibbs, Indiana Historical Society
Herman Graham III, Denison University, “Aaron Henry and the Politics of Freedom in Mississippi, 1963-1964”
Comments: Owen Dwyer, IUPUI

Session 3: Schwitzer Center Room 011
Artistic Expression and Civil Rights
Moderator: Nancy F. Gabin, Purdue University
Ann O’Bryan, IUPUI, “The Beech Settlement: Free African Americans, Literature, and Education in Rush County, Indiana in the Mid-Nineteenth Century”
Comments: James Lane, Indiana University, Northwest